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seconds!My October is all about connections. I was recently working on a presentation (you can watch it
here) for an upcoming prospecting workshop with a particular group and I wanted to talk about

connections. I was having trouble with the exact definition of connections (as a person or as an activity),
so I reached out to some of my friends to get their input. Here are some of the ways that I define
connections: Connections include four main components: Mutuality Common Purpose Closeness

Trustworthiness There’s more than just these four components. You could think of connections as a series
of road stops. It’s easier to make the connections that need to happen along the way. You need to stop

and make connections at the gas station, the grocery store, the restaurant, etc. In business, connections
need to happen in a variety of places. So if you have one of those “hey, I need a store bought chocolate

bar” moments where you have a sweet connection, don’t just assume you have a forever friend with that
same chocolate bar. Every connection takes time and work to make it last. If you think about your closest
friends, imagine they were in a room together and you walked in. How would they react to your surprise?

Would you get all excited and start dropping hints about how you’re about to throw out all of your old
clothes? Most people wouldn’t. Your closest friends probably wouldn’t even react to you walking in. We
form connections with people that we have a history with and people with whom we have a history. If

you’re someone that’s always wanting to be around people and getting to know new people, connections
are key to a well-rounded life. You need to make connections with people that are mutually beneficial. It’s

easy to fall for the people that share your same interests but it’s easier and more beneficial to make
connections with people that share your values. If you want to take the world by storm, it’s easy to aim for

the high-flying heights of the sun. If that is your goal, your life could start off fairly bright and shiny. But
it’s unlikely that your life will hit the major milestones that you’ d0c515b9f4
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playing Jazz Guitar. In our modern era, the Rock nÂ . i did lol.... lol,, his reach in dps is $#%! to begin with
and the fact he gotta be in guildmate with ya. sp's are way too 'one trick pony',, he can link crowd and pull
off his gear and keep pulling that shit his whole raid and die in the end, while his dps takes a hit once his

gear hit 100% and on full,, not like say JD or someone with other talents thats like a superlink from ground
to sky,,,, his 1-trick plays vary depending on the fight and phase so it's not the same thing every time and
it keeps the fights interesting it kills them in the end you see? Actually the AGS guy could use more toon

links, especially on bosses that are a pain to get into. Orck was a troll, and should be properly punished for
his actions. However, he has the same healing talent that he has always had. I also must thank most the
raid leaders on this alliance for being fair and not kicking me out after this post, and those who mocked
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